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This instruction is for the JC Penny Model 3400 Penncrest Sewing Machine. It contains 42 pages of information on how to stream, maintain and drive the machine. This is a PDF Down-load that you can print out yourself or take with you to your local office supply store and let them print and link it to you. Our PDFs are set
up to be printed. The PDF will be similar to the original guide with pages all horizontal or all vertical. You can also view the PDF on any computer! You can turn any page in any direction you want to view with one click or two. We make our own PDFs by scanning and editing one page at a time. Our PDF files are in color
whenever possible. We email you a link to download the guide after payment is verified. Please make sure your email address is correct when ordering. Penncrest 3400 Update to foot clip Click on the image to zoompenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 10 Metal Bobbins 7.95 Click on the image to zoom in onpenncrest 3400
Sewing Machine Metal Shuttle 9.95 Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Bobbin Case 8.95 Click on the image, To increasePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 3 Pkts Organ Needle 80/12 - 90/14 Image to enlargePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Walking Feet includes instructions and guide 19.95
Even the feed foot is also well known as Walking Foot has Its own set of feed dogs that work in conjunction with power system machines to improve the flow of fabric more click on the image to enlargePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Floral Leg Stitch - Instructions 17.95 Floral Stitch App is used to create unique flower-
inspired circular designs More Click on the image To enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Cut while you sew the seam more click on the image to zoom in on thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Ruffler/Pleas foot and Instructions 17.95 Ruffler is used to create perfectly marked folds and collects more click on the
image, To increasePenncrest 3400 2 packs of 10 organ sewing machine Assorted needles 130/705H Size 70/10 - 80/12 - 90/14 8.95 Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine straight foot stitch 7.95 straight stitch sewing machine CENTER Needle Position More Click on the image to zoom in
onpenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 1 x straight leg stitch No 1 x zig zag Presser feet 11.95 Click on the image to zoom in onpenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine zig zag Presser Foot 7.95 All goals 7.95 All goals SIGZAG Likely , the most versatile leg, so it is called All Goals is a foot to just leave on your machine for general
sewing More Click on the image to enlargePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 1 x straight leg stitch 1 x zig zag Presser Feet 14.95 Click on the image to zoom in onpenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Adjustable Invisible Tsip / Zipper Legs 8.95 As the zipper coils are sent through the tunnel system, system, Sewes as close
to the coil as possible click on the image to zoom in on thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Adjustable Zip/Cipper Legs 7.95 This is the best sewing leg for zipper insertion, snap tape, and more. Foot narrower over Click on the image to zoom in on the 3400 Sewing Machine 1 x Adjustable zip/zipper legs 1 x Invisible zip
/zipper Legs 14.95 Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Hinged Teflon Cipper Legs 8.95 For a more accurate insertion of the zipper on the skin - Vinyl - Attached To increasePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 1 x straight stitch teflon leg - 1 x zig zag teflon leg 1 x roller leg 19.95 Click on the image
to enlargePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Straight Stitch Teflon Leg 8.95 Anti-Stick Teflon Coating Key to Sewing Temperament, Fabric Like vinyl, synthetic, etc. the leg just slides over the surface More Click on the image to zoompencrest 3400 Sewing Machine 1 x straight stitch Teflon leg No 1 x zig zag teflon legs
16.95 Click on the image To increase thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine by zig zag Teflon leg 8.95 Non-stick coating on the sole of the foot easily slides on the hard fabric, eliminating any foot drag moving on the surface More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine sequin legs 7.95 sequin n tape
sewing machine sewing machine comes with 1/4 inch opening in the guide. The guide keeps the finish in place lined up perfectly with the sewing machine needle More Click on the image to enlargePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Free Hand Embroidery / Darning Foot 8.95 Leg embroidery used for loose hand
embroidery to minimize missed stitches and puckering More Click on the image, To increasepenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 1 x Free Motion Embroidery Leg No. 1 x Darning Foot 14.95 Click on the image to enlargePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Free Motion Embroidery / Quilting Feet - Big Hole 8.95 Foot with a
Large Hole Allows you to see more of what That you sew and gives more control and contact with the fabric More Click on the image to enlargePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Free Motion Embroidery / quilting feet - Big Hole Outdoor Foot 9.95 For free motion embroidery, stippling, darn and monogrammed. This spring-
loaded foot helps avoid missed stitches as the needle moves up and down with the foot. More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Darning Foot 7.95 This darn leg is used for free hand embroidery and click on the image to enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Fringe Tacking Foot 8.95
Tailor tack foot can be used to sew elegant embroidery, imitation hemstitch (faggging), fringe. More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 sewing machine The 7.95 roller leg is great for sewing on intricate materials. The roller on the sole allows it to slide easily on the sticky textiles of such Skin and Vinyl More Click
on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine 3 Strand Multi Cording Foot 7.95 3 Slot Lace Foot can be used as 1, 2 or 3 Cord Cording Foot.Design your own braids and trims. Just place the cord (s) in the foot and sew them up for an easy way to sofa. More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing
Machine Adjustable Blind Leg Stitch 7.95 Using this foot ensures that your blind hemline is always neat and gives your clothes that are tailored to trim; without having to painstakingly hand finish the clothes, because hand sewing takes time that most of us don't have! - You can produce a professional looking hem quickly
by simply using a blind stitch on the sewing machine. More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Bias Tape Tying Leg 7.95 Use dials and adjust the leg to match the different width of the binding. A very specialized tool, all this foot does is put bindings around the cut edge of the fabric More Click
on the image to enlarge the Kenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Collecting Feet 6.95 Use this foot to lightly collect the fabric as well as attach the collected edge to the flat (Ungathered) fabric at the same time fast and easy. More Click on the image to enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Binder Foot 9.95 binder machine used to
apply pre-folded offset binding tape or offset tape you have cut yourself to the edge of the fabric in one simple step. It is equipped with a small funnel to fold a larger click on the image to enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Shirring Foot 5.95 leg width allows you to stitch together two layers of fabric while
simultaneously collecting the bottom layer of fabric. This is absolutely convenient and time-saving, as it eliminates the extra step of collecting valance first click on the image, To increasepenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 5 Groove Pintuck Legs 8.95 pin kick legs, when used with a double needle, will help you make perfect
pin tucks, as well as sew lacing jabs on shirts More Click on the image to enlargepenncrest 3400 sewing machine 9 Groove Pintuck Foot 7.95 9-Grooveuck Pint feet is especially suitable for lightweight fabrics such as a batista. When sewing a pint, it is used with a double needle. The grooves in the sole of your feet will
help you sew completely parallel pintucks More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 sewing machine 1/4 inch Plastic quilting legs and Guide 11.95 You should be accurate when quilling. This leg has a quilted guide that helps sew the perfect and straight 1/4 inch seam, while sewing out the position of the central
needle. Fabric guided More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine 1/4 inch Metal quilting Legs and guide 9.95 You can sew the exact 1/4 seam at piecing Create a perfect 1/4 or 1/8 topsitching. This leg also has raised markings on the sides of the legs for an easy and flawless turn More Click on
the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Applique Foot 9.95 Click on the image to increasePenncrest 3400 3400 The machine button hole legs 7.95 This leg allows you to sew loops longer than 2.5 cm. It is also effective on hard areas such as cuffs where more freedom of movement More Click on the image
to enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Sew Machine Sew On Foot 6.95 Use this foot to easily sew buttons on the fabric. More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Open Toe Buttonhole Legs 8.95 Open Leg Embroidery Foot, Open Front provides greater visibility when sewing, it has an area stitching wide



enough for maximum stitch width without compromising control. Ideal for applique, the bottom of the leg has a rectangular shape More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Slide Button Legs 7.95 Useful for machine stitched loops, although many modern machines have an automatic program
allowing you to stitch the button holes using a common foot button. More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Open Leg for Leg Embroidery 7.95 Open Leg Is Used to Provide Clearer Viewing During Stitching. The area is much wider than the standard presser leg, thus greater visibility. The leg
also has a groove on the underside, allowing the stitches to feed more smoothly under the foot, Also to add trim More Click on the image to increasepenncrest 3400 sewing machine knit legs 8.95 knit fabric is often a disappointment for many with problems such as carving skipping or breaking and collecting or puckering
or stretching occurs when sewing More Click on the image to increasepenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Overcast Edging Foot 7.95 This leg helps to adjust the tension. Use with the average weight of the fabric. This leg is equipped with a pin that acts in the same way as a stitched finger on an overlocker More Click on
the image to zoom in on thePenncrest 3400 sewing machine 1/8 Rolled Hem Foot 7.95 sometimes referred to as a rolling hemmer used to stitch the narrow rolled hem usually found on the shirt tails, Dining linen and along the edge of the frills More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 sewing machine 6 mm
Rolled Hem Foot 8.95 Hemmer leg, sometimes referred to as rolled hemline used to stitch narrow rolled hems usually found on shirt tails, dining linen and along the edges of frills. More Click on the image to enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Multicord Foot 7.95 This leg comes as 3, 5 or 7 variations of the hole.
The 3 hole legs can be adjustable where the thread slides under the guide bars, but this 5-hole version hole and 7 versions of the hole need to be threaded through a multitude of holes. Your cord or decorative strands or thin ribbons run through a guide or hole as you sew it in place for more Click on the image to enlarge
thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 6mm Foot 9.95 This leg has a 6mm underfoot groove, which is fantastic for taking one step, professional looking flat felled seams and for turning narrow edges and hemlines. This leg saves time and is great for building clothes, clothes, Closed side seams on denim More Click on the
image to enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine Edge / Joining the stitch in the ditch of the foot 9.95 Edge Joining the Feet is ideal for accurate and easy attaching fabric, even slashes and hard fabrics. Use this leg to line and sew two fabrics together to create a classic Faggoting More Click on the image, to
increasePenncrest 3400 3 Mixed Foot Pipes - 1x 1/8 inches - 1x 1/4 inch - 1x 3/8 inch 19.95 Click on the image to enlargepenncrest 3400 sewing machine 1/4 inch Piping Foot 9.95 Welting / Piping Foot 1/4 . Cut the offset strips long enough for the cord and wide enough to cover the cord plus a seam allowance. Place
the cord on the wrong side of the shifting fabric strip and wrap the strip around the cord. More Click on the image to enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Sewing Machine 3/8 inch foot pipe 9.95 Welting / Pipeline feet 3/8 . Cut the offset strips long enough for the cord and wide enough to cover the cord plus a seam allowance.
Place the cord on the wrong side of the shifting fabric strip and wrap the strip around the cord. Place the fabric and cord under the press foot with a cord under the groove of the foot and raw edges More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 sewing machine 1/8 inch Piping Foot 9.95 Welting / Piping Foot 1/8 . Cut
the offset strips long enough for the cord and wide enough to cover the cord plus a seam allowance. Place the cord on the wrong side of the shifting fabric strip and wrap the strip around the cord More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine 3/16 Inch Piping Foot 9.95 Welting / Piping Foot 3/16 . Cut
the offset strips long enough for the cord and wide enough to cover the cord plus a seam allowance. Place the cord on the wrong side of the shifting fabric strip and wrap the strip around the cord. More Click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 Sewing Machine Clear 3/16 Inch Piping Foot 9.95 Welting/Pipeline Feet
3/16. Cut the offset strips long enough for the cord and wide enough to cover the cord plus a seam allowance. Place the cord on the wrong side of the shifting fabric strip and wrap the strip around the cord. More Click on the image to enlarge thePenncrest 3400 Double Groove 1/4 Inch Piping Foot 14.95 Two-way pipeline
leg ideal for applying cord piping. Its two-sided side so that you can sew both the right and left side does the work with the fabric easy to click on the image to enlargepencrest 3400 sewing machine oil 6.95 Click on the image, to increase Organ Sewing Needles MIXED SIES 70/80/90/100 8.95 If you don't want to spend
19.95 and you live outside the United Kingdom, you should add postage below to your mail cart 5 Overseas postage charges if you live outside Kingdom/Northern Ireland and you don't want to spend more than 19.95 5.00 More Accessories Accessories Accessories
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